
East Anglian Dowsers – Castle Acre June 2009

An exciting and adventurous day was had by all on June 6 at Castle Acre.

On a beautiful warm day, we had about 15 happy dowsers scattered around the site all doing 
interesting things.
Following an initial meeting and the important coffee break, we split into two groups, one exploring 
the sheep field which English Heritage are interested in knowing what we can find there, and the 
other group exploring the Priory.
No particular agenda was set - it was a matter of individual small-group exploration and following 
their intuition.

The groups then changed over and continued the exploration.

In discussion many interesting aspects of the site had been identified by various members of the 
group's.
There was a strong sense of presence around the Priory, and as the left photo below shows, it was as 
if it was being overlooked by a Guardian ? A number of people felt it was very peaceful with a 
powerful spot in the nave.

In the Priory there are two strong energy leys which overlap each other to some extent, a number of 
us feel they merit further exploration.
At least three of us agreed on a specific location where there is at least one skull still buried.

A few of us also compared notes and agreed positions by dowsing of a building in front of the 
Priory.
Similarly, we agreed there was a fishpond in two positions at two different periods of time.

Guardian ? The Priory

We adjourned for lunch to the Old Red Lion in the centre of Castle Acre kindly hosted by Alison.
It was a lovely warm sunny day which led to extended conversations in the beautiful garden, I 
caught snippets of many fascinating discussions.
I have not reproduced any photos from the lunchtime session as a number of people were a little 
camera shy!.
We then divided into two groups again. The larger group went to the castle site immediately 
adjacent to the Old Red Lion.
A number of us returned to the sheep field with Paul Daw to carry out further measurements of the 
morning's initial discoveries.
A number of us had the impression is of Saxon buildings from around 1200AD, but the detailed 
dowsing of these was not carried out due to a heavy crop of thistles and nettles. Tony had an 
impression of a very spiritual place which would have been central to earlier activities there.
Paul and Kerry dowsed and plotted an ancient pathway which appeared to run from the Priory and 
out to the current roadway.



The pathway runs diagonally from lower right in the picture to upper left.

At one time, we took a break to watch 2 very noisy F-15 aircraft  practicing dog-fighting overhead.
I felt this was a very surreal situation with us using global positioning technology to plot the 
position of an invisible 700-year-old pathway underneath 2  modern fighter aircraft!

Paul has kindly plotted the measurements to map coordinates below.
It may not appear to be very exciting for several hours work, but I have some appreciation of how 
much effort is involved and much thanks is due to Paul.

I was not at the castle site and have some 
feedback from Wendy that it was very 
windy and most people felt cold there.
Apparently most people they are did not 
dowse as such, but worked intuitively.

The Castle site

It was generally agreed the site merits 
further more focused investigation,
 probably early 2010.

Paul Daw map plot of the sheep field
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